Download Tic Tac Toe Writing Entries Journal
Choices
Writing Prompts Choice Boards: 252 Journal Prompts ...
Liven up your journal writing program with these Tic-Tac-Toe choice grids! This download has 28 different
choice grids (252 prompts in all). That is enough for the whole year! Each week, you may have your students
choose three of the nine prompts to write about. If your students journal five days ea...

Netbook Journal: Tic
Netbook Journal: Tic-Tac-Toe Choice. ... Since I want to make sure that my students practice listening,
speaking and writing skills, I made sure that with the exception of one row, all rows will include a
listening/speaking/written activity.

Tic Tac Toe
Tic Tac Toe Complete a Reading Response Journal Entry Debate with yourself! Present 2 opposing viewpoints
from the selection. Show 3 different words you decoded by turning them into a math equation (chunk + chunk =
whole word). dis + may = dismay dis + may + ed = dismayed Draw something from the classroom that ties in
with the book. Explain

Word Work and Writing Centers: Easy, Cheap, and Engaging
Everybody loves Tic Tac Toe! Students do three choices in a row for each word they are working on. This is
great for working on sight words, spelling words, or vocabulary words. Click the picture below to download the
Tic Tac Toe board for free from my free resource library for newsletter subscribers.

TRUMBULL COUNTY EDUCATIONAL
Empowering students through CHOICE while ensuring adherence to important LEARNING GOALS. Also
called Tic-Tac-Toe Boards, Think-Tac-Toe or Learning Menus. A type of learning that provides a “menu” of
activities-some that all students must do, and some that allow students choices. Ensures that each learner
focuses on knowledge,

Choice Boards, Menus, & Tic
Choice boards can be organized so students need to finish one square before moving to the next, they can be
random, or can be organized in a specific way. The level of difficulty of the activities can vary or stay
consistent." Tic-Tac-Toe Boards and Menus are two different types of choice boards.

Choice Boards
Novel Think-Tac-Toe Another choice board which is a variation of the Tic-tac-toe board is called Novel Think-

Tac-Toe developed by Carol Ann Tomlinson. In addition to offering nine choice activities, Novel Think-TacToe is a differentiation strategy designed for students to explore character, setting, and theme in novels of their
choice.

Five Minute Reading Responses | Scholastic
Five Minute Reading Responses By ... Reading Response Tic-Tac-Toe. For years I have used a tic-tac-toe board
as a way to give students a choice with their weekly spelling/word study words, so I decided to apply the same
concept to reading response. On days when students are doing a “shorty” response, as they call it, they can
choose an open ...

Classroom Management: Differentiated Instruction with Menus
As far as appearance is concerned, a choice board is essentially a graphic organizer that mimics a game of tictac-toe—a nine-square grid with activity choices in each row. Pro Tip: if you’d like to give your students more
choices, feel free to add more squares, but nine is a good place to start. Have your students complete one
activity ...

Meaningful Menus for Creating Choice in your Classroom!
Meaningful Menus for Creating Choice in your Classroom! Base Ball? Tic Tac Toe? 2-5-8 Plans? Game Show
... Handbook Journal Label drawing ... Tic-Tac-Toe Extension Menu Free Choice (Fill out your proposal form
before beginning the free

